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Abstract

The optical properties of binary phase elements BPE� are described by using
the method of coordinate�frequency distribution of signals� The analytical ex�
pressions for the autocorrelation function and the Wiener spectrum of the BPE
spatial frequencies are obtained� On their basis the generalized optical parameter
for a quantitative estimation of the level of optical noise and the �uctuation of
the intensity of the Wiener spectrum interference pattern is calculated� A sta�
tistical description of the phase elements is suggested� on the basis of which the
parameter of non�orthogonality is introduced� It characterizes the binary phase
distribution for the classes of orthogonal� quasi�orthogonal and random phase
elements� A diagram representation optical parameter vs non�orthogonality pa�
rameter� for the description of the classes of orthogonal� quasi�orthogonal and
random phase elements is introduced�
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�� Introduction

The use of the binary phase elements per

mits to increase essentially the e�ciency of
the holographic system for image recognition
����� �� �� 	�� The most popular for such sys

tem becomes the binary optical elements with
random distribution of phase called in ��� the
random phase masks�

In the paper by Javidi and Horner ��� the
security veri�cation technique was realized for
the �rst time� This method is based on the
exploiting of the random phase masks as the
input image in the optical correlator ��� This
method was modi�ed and experimentally ver

i�ed in the ���� The study of the in�uence of
the structure of the random phase mask on
the Wiener spectrum of spatial frequencies
and on the behaviour of the autocorrelation
function shows that the random binary phase
masks have a series of advantages in compar

ison with the amplitude masks� particularly�
they have a low noise level�

The holographic image recognitions by us

ing the random phase masks were studied in
the paper ���� Besides the binary masks� the
masks with multilevel phase shift of certain el

ements were examined ���	�� However� there
was not any systematic approach to the study
of the properties of di�erent types of binary
phase masks�

Although the main attention was paid to
the phase elements with random phase distri

bution� it is worth to note that for tasks of
image recognition a wider class of phase el

ements having certain symmetrical or struc

tural properties may be used� In particular�
one may use such phase elements constructed
on the basis of the Hadamard orthogonal ma

trices �������� In our previous paper ���� we
have suggested a statistical approach to the

description of a wide class of quasi
orthogonal
phase elements� which contains both the com

pletely ordered �with respect to orthogonal

ity criteria� phase elements and the random
phase elements�

In the present paper the method of coordi

nate
frequency distribution of signals �CFDS�
�����	� is elaborated to the description of
the binary phase elements with an arbitrary
phase distribution�The idea of this method is
to construct the CFDS functional which per

mits to describe self
consistently the proper

ties of the optical element both in the coordi

nate and frequency planes� We have obtained
the analytical expressions for the autocorre

lation function and the Wiener spectrum� We
have performed numerical calculations of the
optical properties of di�erent types of phase
masks�

We have suggested a systematic statistical
approach to study a wide class of the binary
phase elements including the random phase
masks ����� We have proved that the non

orthogonality parameter introduced in paper
���� permits within the frames of a unique
approach to describe the properties of both
the quasi
orthogonal and quasi
collinear bi

nary phase masks� It is shown that every class
is characterized by the statistical description
of the non
diagonal elements of a matrix S�
constructed from the scalar products of the
rows �columns� of the initial matrix of phase
elements� It is found that during the process
of randomization of the ordered phase ele

ments the �
like peaks are transformed into
Gaussian curves that become broader and are
transformed into the Gaussian distribution of
random masks� A two
parameter representa

tion of the properties of di�erent classes of the
BPE is suggested�
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�� Description of the optical proper


ties of the binary phase elements

���� De�nition of the BPE

Consider the plane rectangle phase ele

ment consisting of N �M identical elemen

tary cells of the sizes Tx � Ty� The transmis

sion function of a separate cell with the coor

dinates n� m has the form

tn�m�x� y� � rect

�
x

Tx

�
rect

�
y

Ty

�

� exp�i���n�m��� ���

where rect �x�Tx� is the rectangle pulse �����
The distribution of the complex amplitude

of the light wave on the exit of such an ele

ment is given by the following function �������

f�x� y� �
NX
n��

MX
m��

rect

�
x�

�
n� N � �

�

�
Tx

�

�rect
�
y �

�
m� M � �

�

�
Ty

�
� exp�i����n�m��� ���

that� generally speaking� does not split with
respect to the variables x and y� Every el

ementary cell changes the phase of an inci

dent plane wave by the quantity ���n�m� �
��n�m� � ��� where �� is constant� In what
�such�� follows we shall consider the phase el

ements� the elementary cellof which changes
the phase by the quantity ���n�m� � �� ��

Then the distribution of the phase is com

pletely described by the matrix

A � �Anm�� ���

where the coe�cients Anm take values ���

�� As a result the function ��� is real� i�e�
f��x� y� � f�x� y�� The phase elements de

scribed by formulae ���� ���� will be called the

binary phase elements�
In Fig� � we have displayed the typical

cases of di�erent classes ofthe binary phase
elements which will be described in Section ��

On the basis of the de�nition ���
���� the
Fourier
spectrum of the binary phase element
can be presented in the form of the product

F ��x� �y� � F���x�F���y����x� �y� ���

Here

F���x�F���y� � sinc

�
Tx�x
��

�
sinc

�
Ty�y
��

�

is the Fourier spectrum of the elementary cell
���� The function

���x� �y� � CN M ��x� �y�
NX
n��

MX
m��

Anm

� exp ��i �nTx�x �mTy�y�� ��

describes the Fourier
spectrum of the phase
distribution� The presence of the factor

CNM ��x� �y� �

exp

�
i

�
N � �

�
Tx�x �

M � �

�
Ty�y

��
���

is connected with the chosen reference frame
in the centre of the phase element of an arbi

trary size �see �����

���� The basic functional of the coor


dinate
frequency distribution

Let us construct the coordinate
frequency
distribution �CFD� for the phase element ����
As a de�nition of such distribution� let us take
the functionals in the form of the Woodword
ambiguity function �����

the coordinate representation�

Wf�f��
�r������

�Z
��

f�

�
r�

r�

�

�
f��

�
r� r�

�

�

� exp��i��r�dr� ���

the space
frequency representation�

WF�F �

�
���� r�� �

�

�����

�Z
��

F�

�
�

��
�

�
F �
�

�
�

��
�

�

� exp�ir��d� ���

where F����� F���� are the Fourier transforms
of the functions f��r� and f��r�� respectively�

For the functionals ���
���� the theorem of
identicity is valid ����

Wf�f��
�r�� ��� � WF�F

�

�
���� r��� �	�
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Fig� �� Di�erent types of the binary phase elements� a� 
 the canonical Hadamard matrix� b� 

random matrix� c� 
 chess
like matrix�

We used the distribution functions for denot

ing the form of representation of the func

tional� as the indices� and a sequence of conju

gate coordinates r� and ��� as the arguments
�the former is the proper coordinate of the
distribution��

The exploiting of the method of distri

bution of signals allows one to describe the
optical properties of the elements of optical
schemes both in the coordinate and frequency
planes�

Using the distribution ��� under the con

dition r� � � with the help of the opera

tor of the inverse Fourier transformation �F��

according to direct scheme one can uniquely
and completely reproduce the intensity of the
di�racted light

�F�� fWff� ��� ���g � jf�r�j�� ����

On the contrary� if �� � �� the Wiener
�power� spectrum of the spatial frequencies
can be restored by using the operator of the
direct Fourier transform �F according to the

inverse scheme

�F fWFF � ��� r��g � jF ���j�� ����

���� The coordinate
frequency distri


bution of the BPE

To construct the coordinate
frequency dis

tribution of the binary phase element� let us
use the spatial
frequency representation ����
From equation ���� one can write the gen

eral expression for the coordinate
frequency
distribution of the binary phase element in

the form of an expansion with respect to
the shifted functionals of the elementary cells
WF�F

�

�
���x�x� � kTx� WF� F

�

�
���y� y� � lTy��

WFF ����x� ��y�x�� y�� �

CN M

N��X
k���N���

M��X
l���M���

Q
���
k l ���x� ��y�

�WF�F
�

�
���x�x� � kTx�

�WF�F
�

�
���y� y� � lTy�� ����

where

Q
���
k l ���x� ��y� �

N�kX
n��

M�lX
m��

An�km�l Anm

� exp

�
�i

��
n�

k

�

�
Tx��x

�

�
m�

l

�

�
Ty��y

��
� ����

The multiplier CN M � CN M ���x� ��y� is
given by ���� The analytical derivation of for

mulae ����
���� can be found in the paper pre

sented by the authors �����

The frequency functions ���� are deter

mined only through the binary distribution
of the phase and their form coincide with the
de�nition of the basis functional distribution
����

The main peculiarity of the functional of
phase distribution is that such a distribution
is discrete and continuous� it is discrete with
respect to indices k and l �i�e� with respect
to coordinates� and continuous with respect
to spatial frequency �����x� ��y�� However�
it can not be reduced to the symmetric form
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��� since the indices of summation are integer
numbers�

In the paper ���� for the coordinate

frequency distribution of the rectangle pulse
the following formula was derived

Wf� f
�

�
�x����� �

sin

�
��
�
�Tx � x��

�
��Tx
�

rect

�
Tx � �x�

�Tx

�

�
sin

�
��
�
�Tx � x��

�
��Tx
�

rect

�
Tx � �x�

�Tx

�
� ����

With the help of ���� one can easily obtain
the coordinate
frequency distribution of the
elementary cell ����

���� The Wiener spectrum of the spa


tial frequencies of the BPE

Let us use the inverse scheme of restora

tion ����� As a result� the following formula
holds for the Wiener spectrum of the spatial
frequencies of the phase element�

jF ��x� �y�j�� jF���x�F���y�j�M��x� �y�����

where the modulation functionM��x� �y� �it
is determined only by the binary phase distri

bution� has the form of the two
dimensional
Fourier expansion ����

M��x� �y� � Q
���
� �

��

	
N��X
k��

Q
���
k � cos�xkTx�

M��X
l��

Q
���
� l cos�ylTy

�
N��X
k��

M��X
l��

h
Q
���
k l cos��xkTx � �ylTy�

� Q
���
k l cos��xkTx � �ylTy�

i

� ����

We consider two types of the Fourier coe�

cients

Q
���
k l � Q

���
k l ��� �� �

N�kX
n��

M�lX
m��

An�km�l Anm�

Q
���
k l � Q

���
k l ��� �� �

N�kX
n��

M�lX
m��

An�km Anm�l� ����

which according to the de�nition ���� for k �
� or l � � are connected by the relations

Q
���
�k l � Q

���
k l � Q

���
k�l � Q

���
k l � ����

The modulation function has a series of
peculiarities� For an arbitrary phase distribu


tion� the Fourier coe�cients Q
���
k l and Q

���
k l are

always equal to an integer number� however
M��x� �y� � �� The spectrum ofM��x� �y� is
discrete with a sequence of frequencies �n �
��n�Tx� n � � � �N � �� �m � ��m�Ty�
m � � � �M � ��� respectively� The upper
spatial frequencies �N�� and �M�� are de

termined by the sizes N and M of the phase
element�

�� Typical optical schemes

On the basis of the method of distribu

tion of signals let us describe typical optical
schemes having as an input the phase ele

ment which is described by the coordinate

frequencies distributionWff��r������ Gener

ally speaking� the formation of the di�racted
amplitude g��r� on the output of the cascade
is given by the distribution

Wg�g
�

�
�r����� �

Wff��a��r� � a����� a��r� � a������ ��	�

From equation ��	� one can see that a linear
transformation of the conjugate coordinates
�r����� of the distribution of the input signal
is described by the matrix M � �aij��

Let us examine two typical optical
schemes containing the binary phase ele

ments�

���� Joint transform correlator

Let us describe a scheme �Fig� �� of the
joint transform correlator �JTC� ��� having
the binary phase element in the input

f�x� y� � f��x� y � b� � f��x� y � b�� ����

Ukr�j�phys�opt� V� �� 
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Fig� �� Joint transform correlator�

The coordinate
frequency distribution of such
signal is given by

Wff��x�� y�� ��x� ��y� �

Wf� f
�

�
�x�� y�� ��x� ��y� exp��ib��y�

�Wf� f
�

�
�x�� y�� ��x� ��y� exp��ib��y�

�Wf� f
�

�
�x�� y� � �b� ��x� ��y�

�Wf� f
�

�
�x�� y� � �b� ��x� ��y�� ����

In the �rst cascade of the JTC an ex

act condition of the Fourier transform that
is given by the matrix

M �

�
��

� �f�
	

	

f�
�

�
��� � ����

�	 � ���
 is the wave number� 
 is the light
wave length� f� is the focal distance� is real

ized� Thus in the frequency plane one gets the
distribution

Wg�g
�

�
�r�� ��� �Wff�

�
�f�
	
���

	

f�
r�

�
� ����

Putting r� � � according to the direct
scheme ���� one gets the joint Wiener spec

trum of the spatial frequencies of two phase
elements

jg��r�j� �
�

�
f���

����F
�
	

f�
r

������ � ����

Let us note that this is equivalent �see
Subsection ����� to an application of the in

verse restoration scheme for the coordinate

frequency distribution of the input signal �����

The Wiener spectrum ���� produced as an
output of the �rst cascade is the input sig

nal for the second cascade of the JTC� The
coordinate
frequency distribution of such sig

nal has the form

Wjg�j�jg�j��r�� ��� �
�

�����

�
�Z

��

�Z
��

Wff�

�
�f�
	

�
�

��
�

�
� �

�

�Wff�

�
�f�
	

�
� ��

�

�
� �

�
� exp�ir��d� ���

In the second cascade� the exact Fourier
transform described by matrix ���� �the fo

cal distances of both lenses are assumed to be
equal� is held as well� Then the distribution
of the di�racted amplitude on the output of
the second cascade can be written as

Wgg��r����� �

Wjg�j�jg�j�

�
�f�
	

���
	

f�
r�

�
� ����

According to the similar restoration
scheme on the output of the second cascade
one �nds the distribution of the intensity of
correlation �eld� which with the help of ����
can be written as

jg�r�j� �

�
�


f�

�� ���Wf� f
�

�
��r� ��

�Wf� f
�

�
��r� �� �Wf� f

�

�
��r� ��

�Wf� f
�

�
��r� ��

���� � ����
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Hence we have obtained an important re

sult� Namely� the correlation �eld on the out

put of the JTC is described by the coordinate

frequency distribution of the input signal at
the zero spatial frequency �� � �� At the
value of the transverse shift of phase elements
b � �NT � the components of the distribu

tion in ���� do not overlap and the square
of the sum transforms into the sum of the
squares of the distribution� Two �rst distri

butions describe the autocorrelation �eld of
the �th order of di�raction from two phase
elements independently on their positions� It
is especially interesting to consider the cross

correlation �eld that is formed in the ��st or

der of di�raction from the shift of two phase
elements in the input of the JTC

jg�����x� y�j� �
�

�����

�
k�
f�

��

�
���Wf� f

�

�
��x��y � �b� �� ��

���� � ����

Let us write explicitly distribution �����
On the basis of de�nition ��� for �� � � the
distribution determines the correlation func

tion of the optical signals

Wf� f
�

�
�x�� y�� �� �� � ����x�� y��� ��	�

The autocorrelation function of the elemen

tary cell ���� is given as a product of triangle
pulses ����

Wf� f
�

�
�x�� y�� �� �� � ��x�� y�� �

tri

�
x�
Tx

�
tri

�
y�
Ty

�
� ����

As a result� one gets on the basis of formula
���� the cross
correlation function of two bi

nary phase elements� as the expansion of tri

angle pulses�

����x�� y�� �
N��X

k���N���

M��X
l���M���

Q
���
k l

�tri
�
x� � kTx

Tx

�
tri

�
y� � lTy

Ty

�
� ����

In the present case the expansion coe�


cients Q
���
k l and Q

���
k l are calculated according

to the formula ����

Q
���
k l �

N�kX
n��

M�lX
m��

An�km�l Bnm�

Q
���
k l �

N�kX
n��

M�lX
m��

An�km Bnm�l� ����

They have the meaning of the discrete cross

correlation functions of the binary phase dis

tribution of two phase elements with the ma

trices A and B� The presence of two types of
correlation coe�cients ���� can be explained

by the fact that the coe�cient Q
���
k l describes

the cross
correlation of two phase elements in
the plane in the direction of the I
III quad


rants� whereas the coe�cient Q
���
k l describes

the cross
correlation of two phase elements in
the plane in the direction of the II
IV quad

rants�

���� Hadamard
Schur multiplication

in the �f� scheme

Let us describe the �f� scheme� consist

ing of the binary phase element fA�x� y�
with the matrix A � �Anm� in the input
and the phase element fB�x� y� with matrix
B � �Bnm� on the output �Fig� ��� We as

sume that the coordinate
frequency distribu

tion Wf

A
f�
A
�r������ Wf

B
f�
B
�r����� are con


structed for the given elements�

As a result of the �rst and the second
Fourier transforms� the transformation of the
conjugated coordinates of the distribution of
the �rst elements are described by the prod

uct of the matrices like ����

M�f� �

�
 �� �

� ��

�
� � ����

Then the di�racted amplitude g��x� y��
that is formed by the �rst phase element on
the output of the �f� scheme� in the input of
the second phase element is described by the
coordinate
frequency distribution

Wg�g
�

�
�r�� ��� �Wf

A
f�
A
��r�� ����� ����

Bearing this in mind it is worth to de

�ne the inverse phase element f invA �x� y� �
fA��x��y� which is formed on the output
of the �f� scheme and is described by the
matrix Ainv � �AN���nM���m� according to
the de�nition ���� It is easy to show that the

Ukr�j�phys�opt� V� �� �
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Fig� �� Optical scheme which realizes the Hadamard
Schur multiplication of two phase ele

ments Ainv i B �a� and the Fourier transformation of the element of the result of Hadamard
multiplication S �b��

Fourier spectrum of the inverse phase element
is given by the complex conjugate function
F ���x� �y��

The presence of the second phase element
on the output of the �f� scheme corresponds
to the optical realization of the Hadamard�

Schur multiplication ��� of the inverse �rst
phase element by the second phase element

C � Ainv �B � �AN���n M���m Bnm� ����

As a result one gets the new phase element C�

Such a multiplication is described by a
convolution with respect to the spatial fre

quency �� of the distribution of two binary
phase elements

Wf
C
f�
C
�r�� ��� �

Wf
A
f�
A
��r��������� Wf

B
f�
B
�r�� ���� ����

Let us add to the �f� scheme the �f� cas

cade in which the exact Fourier transform
of the result of the Hadamard multiplication
takes place� Such a cascade is described by the
matrix ���� and in accordance with ���� the
distribution of the di�racted amplitude

Wgg��r�� ��� �Wf
C
f�
C

�
�f�
	
���

	

f�
r�

�
����

can be written through the coordinate

frequency distribution of the element� which
is the result of the Hadamard multiplication�

On the basis of ���� the intensity of the
di�racted light on the output plane of the �f�

cascade is the following

jg�r�j� �
�

�����

�Z
��

�Z
��

Wf
A
f�
A

�
f�
	
����

�

�Wf
B
f�
B

�
�f�
	
����

�
exp�i��r�dd��� ����

If the integrand distribution of the binary
phase elements are taken in the frequency rep

resentation ���� the two
fold integral can be
done with the result

jg�r�j� �

����WFAFB

�
	

f�
r� �

������ � ��	�

Thus� one comes to the conclusion that
the Wiener spectrum of spatial frequencies
for the element of the Hadamard multiplica

tion is described by the mutual coordinate

frequency distribution of two phase elements
at the zero coordinate r� � �� In this case for
the de�nition ��� in the frequency plane� the
coordinate
frequency distribution yields the
autocorrelation function of the Fourier spec

trum of two signals� On the basis of formula
���� and taking into account formula ���� for
the distribution of the shifted cells one gets

WF� F
�

�
���x� kTx� ���

�
sinc ���xTx���� � for k � ��

�� for k 	� ��
����

The similar expression is valid for the distri

butionWF� F

�

�
���y� lTy�� In such case the ex


ternal sums with respect to k and l reduce to
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one term

Q
���
� � ���x� ��y� �

Q
���
� � ���x� ��y� �

NX
n��

MX
m��

Ainv
nm Bnm

� exp f�i �nTx�x �mTy�y�g � ����

According to the de�nition ���� the sums
with respect n and m mean that there is an
element by element multiplication of two ele

mentary cells of phase elements� i�e� the mul

tiplication ��� is realized�

As a result� for the coordinate
frequency
distribution of the new phase element C one
gets the following expression

WFF � ���x� ��y� �� �� � CNM ���x� ��y�

�Q���
� � ���x� ��y�WF� F

�

�
���x� ��y� �� �� � ����

that is equivalent to the Fourier spectrum ���
of the component elements�

Comparing ���� and ��	� one notes that
particular cases of coordinate
frequency dis

tribution are realized in the optical schemes�

�� Classes of the binary phase ele


ments

The statistical description of the binary
phase elements is based on the matrix S of
the scalar products of the rows �or columns�
of the matrix A

Sr � AA�� Sc � A�A� ����

We shall study statistical distribution of the
o�
diagonal elements of this matrix

p�s� �
�

N�N � ��

X
i��j

�s�Sij ��� ����

Further it will be shown that the second mo

ment of this distribution

dA �
NX

s��N

s�p�s� �
�

N�N � ��

X
i��j

S�
ij� ���

which we call the non
orthogonality param

eter� allows to classify partially an essential
part of all possible binary phase elements� Let
us note that the distribution ���� �and there

fore all its moments� does not depend on a

permutation of the rows �columns� of the ma

trix A� Besides� even moments do not depend
on the change of the sign of separate rows
�columns��

The introduced in this Section classi�ca

tion concerns an essential part of the set of
the binary phase elements however does not
exhaust that set� It deals with orthogonal and
collinear BPE �ordered� and the random BPE
into which all BPE transform after complete
randomization�

���� Orthogonal BPE

The orthogonal BPE �Fig� � �a�� are given
by the Hadamard matrices H� that are a sub

set of the orthogonal matrices� The descrip

tion of the Hadamard matrices and the ways
to construct them can be found in �������� A
general algorithm of the construction of the
Hadamard matrices of higher orders is based
on the usage of the direct �Kronecker� prod

uct ��� of two Hadamard matrices HN �HM

having arbitrary sizes N and M

HMN � HN �HM � ����

As a result� one gets the Hadamard matrix of
the size NM �

It is worth to separate two typical non

normalized Hadamard matrices of �th order
which will be studied in what follows

H
�s�
� �

�
���
�� � �� ��
�� � � �
� � � ��

�� �� � ��

�
���� �

H
�d�
� �

�
���
�� � � �
� �� � �
� � �� �
� � � ��

�
���� �

The matrix H
�s�
� is characterized by param


eter r � � i�e� N� � N�� and it has S
like

structure� The matrix H
�d�
� � is characterized

by the maximal value of the parameter r �in
the present case r � �� and it has a typical
 diagonal structure �

Due to the orthogonality of the matrices
H the matrices from the scalar products of
their rows �or columns� are diagonal

S � HH� � NI� ����
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Fig� �� Wiener spectrum of the orthogonal phase elements �� 
 the canonical Hadamard matrix�
�� 
 S
like �non
normalized� Hadamard matrix�

where N is the size H and the distribution of
its o�
diagonal elements ���� has the form of
the single peak located at the zero

p�s� � �s��� ����

Evidently� their non
orthogonality param

eters are equal to zero dA � ��

Let us further analyse their optical prop

erties� For the class of orthogonal phase el


ements the correlation coe�cients Q
���
k � �

Q
���
� l � ��

We shall restrict ourselves to the analysis
of the one
dimensional modulation function
for the class of the orthogonal phase elements�
From formula ���� the modulating function
becomes simpler in the direction of orthogo

nality �e�g� along �x axis� ����

M��x� �� � NM

��
N��X
k��

�
M��X
l��

Q
���
k l �Q

���
k l

�
cos�xkTx� ��	�

From this formula one can see that for
di�erent types of orthogonal phase elements

since Q
���
k l 	� � and Q

���
k l 	� � the Wiener spec


trum of the phase element ��� is formed as a
result of modulation of the Wiener spectrum
of the elementary cell jF���x�j� by the peri

odic modulation function ��	��

For the class of normalized orthogonal
phase elements the function ��	� has its pe

culiarities� At an arbitrary chosen sequence
of rows �columns� of the elementary cells of
phase elements the following relations for the
correlation coe�cients are held

A�l� �
N��X
k��

h
Q
���
k l �Q

���
k l

i
� ��

A�k� �
M��X
l��

h
Q
���
k l �Q

���
k l

i
� �� ���

i�e� in the orthogonality direction the Wiener
spectrum of the class of orthogonal phase ele

ments reduces to the spectrum of elementary
cell� This is a general property of all normal

ized Hadamard matrices�

In Fig� � we have depicted the modulation
function ��	� of Wiener spectrum and the cor

responding coe�cients ��� of the orthogonal
phase elements�

It should be stressed that for the phase
element� which is described by the canonical
Hadamard matrix M��x� �� � const� Numer


ical calculations show that k and l Q
���
k l �

� Q
���
k l for all k and l� Thus the relation ���

are satis�ed automatically�

As one can see from Fig� �� in general
case of non
normalized Hadamard matrices

�� Ukr�j�phys�opt� V� ��
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Fig� �� The distribution of the o�
diagonal elements of the matrices S for �� random matrices�

the correlation coe�cients A�k� 	� � and�
thus� the relations ��� are not satis�ed�

���� Collinear BPE

The collinear BPE �Fig� � �c�� are de

scribed by the binary rectangle matrices com

posed from identical rows �columns� which
di�er only by signs� They can be written in
the form of direct �Kronecker� product of two
binary vectors X ta Y

C � Y �X � �YnXm�� ���

If the size of the vector Y is N and the size
of the vector X is M the corresponding dis

tribution of the o�
diagonal elements of the
matrices composed from scalar products Sr

and Sc will have the following form

p�s� � P r
��s�M � P r

��s�M �

p�s� � P c
��s�N � P c

��s�N � ���

The heights of the peaks P r
� and P c

� depend
on the ratio of positive and negative elements
of vectors Y and X� respectively�

Formally one can get that the parameter
dA � M� for matrix Sr and dA � N� for the

matrix Sc� Evidently� it has the meaning of
the non
orthogonality parameter only for the
square matrices when N � M �

For the class of collinear elements the cor

relation coe�cients ���� become simpler

Q
���
k l � Q

���
k l � Q

�x�
k Q

�y�
l � ���

where the discrete correlation functions of the
basic row and column are de�ned as

Q
�x�
k �

N�kX
n��

Xn�kXn�

Q
�y�
l �

M�lX
m��

Ym�lYm� ���

Correspondingly the modulation function
can be written as a product

M��x� �y� �M��x�M��y�� ��

of two one
dimensional periodic functions in
the form of Fourier series with correlation co

e�cients ���

M��x� � N � �
N��X
k��

Q
�x�
k cos�xkTx�

M��y� � M � �
M��X
l��

Q
�y�
l cos�ylTy� ���
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Fig� 	� Binary phase elements obtained as a result of randomization of the structure shown in
�g� � a� after k � �� �a� �dA 
 ��� k � �� �b� �dA 
 ���� k � ���� �c� �dA 
 ��� steps of
randomization�

Function M��x� is equal to zero at �x � ��
If the basic row Xn and the basic column Ym
has N�� and M�� elements equal to ��� re

spectively� ��� the following relation is valid
for the correlation coe�cients

N � �
N��X
k��

Q
�x�
k � ��

M � �
M�lX
l��

Q
�y�
l � �� ���

By numerical calculations we found that a
number of changes of the sign for the corre


lation coe�cients Q
�x�
k and Q

�y�
l are equal to

a number of changes of the sign for the basic
vectors Xn� Ym�

���� Random BPE

Historically� the random BPE were the
�rst BPE used in optical systems for image
recognition �Fig� � �b�� ������ The matrix el

ements that correspond to this BPE take the
values �� with certain probability� We shall
unify into the equivalent subsets the square
matrices of the same size N with the same
ratio of the positive N� and negative N� ele

ments� Evidently� the scalar products of their
rows �columns� have random values in the in

terval �N � � � � N � In the paper ���� it was
shown that their distribution ���� is the Gaus

sian one

p�s� �
�p
����

e
��s� hsi��

��� �

hsi � r�

N
� �� � N

�
�� r�

N�

�
� ���

The parameter r � �N� �N�� �N describes
the relation of positive and negative elements
of the matrix A�

In Fig�  we display the results of a numer

ical computation for sixteen random matrices
having the size N � ��� The solid curve cor

responds to computation according to the an

alytical expression ����

The non
orthogonality parameter for ran

dom matrices is equal to

dA � �� � hsi� � N

�
� �

r�

N	
� r�

N�

�
� �	�

Evidently� these are the mean values for a sub

set of all random matrices of size N with the
parameter r� The parameters hsi and �� as
well as dA for any concrete matrix di�er from
the mean values because of �uctuations�

���� Randomization of the ordered

phase elements

The binary matrices with the intermedi

ate values of the non
orthogonality parame

ter may be obtained from the ordered ones
using randomization algorithm� Every step of
this algorithm is the following� random coor

dinates of two elements of the matrix A are
generated and� if the elements are di�erent we
permute them� A usage of this algorithm leads
to increase the non
orthogonality parameter

�� Ukr�j�phys�opt� V� ��
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Fig� �� Distribution p�s� of the o�
diagonal elements of the matrix S for di�erent values of
the non
orthogonality parameter dA for randomization of the orthogonal matrix having size
N � ���

for the orthogonal matrices and to decrease
this parameter for the collinear matrices�

After a su�ciently large number of ran

domization steps k all matrices become ran

dom and further randomization does not turn
out from this class� Such a saturation is con

nected with the fact that the randomiza

tion algorithm permutes any two di�erent ele

ments including those being permutated� Let
us note� that the value of r conserves under
such process� Besides� the obtained matrices
during a su�ciently large number of steps  re

member their initial structure and  forget 
it only after entering into the random region�
From the physical point of view this means
that the phase mask contains large connected
clusters of the initial structure� sizes of which

decrease while the non
orthogonality parame

ter tends to the value approximately equal to
N �

���� Quasi
orthogonal BPE

An application of the randomization al

gorithm to the orthogonal BPE permits one
to construct a class of quasi
orthogonal BPE
that is an intermediate one between the or

thogonal and random BPE�

The described algorithm is illustrated in
Fig� �� where we show three masks obtained
from the mask described by the canonical
Hadamard matrix �Fig� � �a�� after k �
�� �a�� k � �� �b�� k � ���� �c� steps of
randomization�
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Numerical calculations show �Fig� �� that
the randomized orthogonal matrices have the
distribution ���� which is rather exactly de

scribed by ���� In the paper ���� the analyt

ical dependences of the parameters hsi and
�� on the number of randomization steps k
and the number of permuted elements Nch

were found� Using these results and ��� we
have obtained the solid lines in Fig� �� In
Ref� ���� the similar dependences for the non

orthogonality parameter were found� It was
shown that this parameter increased during
randomization from dA � � to dA 
 N �

Early it is shown that for the class of nor

malized orthogonal phase elements one has
M��x� �� � NM � Let us examine the proper

ties of that function during reorthogonaliza

tion�

In Fig� � the modulation function
M��x� �� of the Wiener spectrum for three
di�erent quasi
orthogonal phase elements ob

tained as a result of randomization of the
canonical Hadamard matrix are shown�

This Figure shows that if dA � �� the ob

tained matrix �Fig� � �a�� visually almost not
di�er from the canonical Hadamard matrix
�Fig� � �a��� the majority of the correlation co

e�cients A�k� 	� � and the modulation func

tionM��x� �� respectively is characterized by
more complicated dependence� in which a se

ries of local maxima �minima� appears� With
the increase of dA one observes an increase of
the intensity of modulation function �uctua

tions� the maximal value of which corresponds
to the regionof random phase elements with
dA 
 N � One can state that the formation
of a �ne structure of local maxima!minima
has purely random character since we only
analyse the frequency axis �x and during the
randomization the change of the cell position
takes place in all plane of phase element�

��	� Quasi
collinear BPE

Similarly to the quasi
orthogonal BPE by
means of the randomization of the collinear
BPE one can construct the class of the quasi

collinear BPE �Fig� 	�

In the paper ���� it is shown that the
distribution ���� for quasi
collinear matrices�
which are obtained from the collinear one of

the  chess
like structure �Fig� ��c��� is given
by

p�s� �
�p
����

�
	�

� �
�

N � �

�
exp

�
��s� hsi��

���

�

�

�
�� �

N � �

�
exp

�
��s� hsi��

���

�

� ����

The dependences of hsi and �� on the step
of randomization k and the number of per

mutated elements Nch are also found in this
paper�

In Fig� �� we show by symbols the dis

tribution of the collinear matrix �like chess
board� of the size N � �� after certain
steps of randomization found numerically�
Solid curves depicted the analytical depen

dences ���� with parameters were calculated
according to the corresponding formulae �����

�� The generalized optical parameter

In the present Section we shall introduce
the generalized optical parameter on the ba

sis of the results of the study of the Wiener
spectra properties and correlation �eld for the
binary phase elements�

In the previous paper ���� it was suggested
to introduce the generalized optical parameter
to characterize a �ne structure of the Wiener
spectra interference maxima �minima��

To estimate the �ne structure let us intro

duce the di�erence function

���x� �y� � �M��x� �y��NM �

�jF���x�F���y�j�� ����

that describes the deviation of the Wiener
spectrum intensity in the frequency plane for
the phase element from that quantity for the
elementary cell�

The di�erence function ���� may take
both positive and negative values� To charac

terize �uctuations it is important to consider
the value of the di�erence function rather
than its sign� Therefore� let us construct the
normalized function and let us perform its av

eraging with respect to all spatial frequencies

�� Ukr�j�phys�opt� V� ��
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Fig� �� Modulation functions M��x� �� of the Wiener spectra and the corresponding discrete
autocorrelation function A�k� quasi
orthogonal phase elements depicted in Fig� ��

in the �th and ��st orders of di�raction
D
j���x� �y�j�

E
�

�

�����

��TxZ
���Tx

��TyZ
���Ty

jM��x� �y��NM j� d�xd�y� ����

On the basis of ���� the integration
with respect to d�x or d�y reduces to
��� �sinc�k � k�� � sinc�k � k���� As a result
one gets important relation

D
j���x� �y�j�

E
�

�

N�M�

	
N��X
k��

Q
����
k �

�
M��X
l��

Q
����
� l �

N��X
k��

M��X
l��

h
Q
����
k l �Q

����
k l

i

�����

This relation will be taken as a de�nition
of the generalized optical parameter� which is
determined only by the binary phase distri

bution� Such parameter characterizes the av

eraged level of the intensity of �uctuations of
the Wiener spectrum of the phase element�
The statistical analysis of the numerical re

sults show that in spite of essential �uctua

tions the increase of the value of optical pa


rameter
D
j���x� �y�j�

E
� as a function of the

non
orthogonality parameter dA is a linear
function �����
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Fig� �� Binary phase elements obtained as a result of randomization of the structure shown in
Fig� � c� after k � �� �a� �dA 
 ����� k � �� �b� �dA 
 ������ k � ���� �c� �dA 
 ��� steps of
randomization�

���� Optical noise level

According to ��	� the coordinate

frequency distribution uniquely de�nes the
autocorrelation function ��x�� y�� of the
phase element� For an arbitrary binary phase
distribution at x� � y� � � one has a global
maximum of the intensity of the autocorrela

tion function

j���� ��j� � Q
����
� � � �NM��� ����

Then the quantity averaged with the re

spect to all cells of the phase element

hj��k� l�j�i � �

N�M � �� �M�N � ��

�
	
N��X
k��

Q
����
k � �

M��X
l��

Q
����
� l

�
N��X
k��

M��X
l��

h
Q
����
k l �Q

����
k l

io
���

characterizes the averaged value of the opti

cal noise intensity� which is also determined
by the binary phase distribution� Comparing
with Eq� ���� one �nds

hj��k� l�j�i � NM

� ��� ���N � ��M��

�
D
j���x� �y�j�

E
� ����

Hence� the introduced generalized optical pa

rameter with the accurancy up to constant
multiplier characterizes the level of the opti

cal noise of the binary phase element�

We may determine signal
to
noise ratio
�SNR� of the binary phase element as follows

SNR �
�NM��

hj��k� l�j�i � ����

This quantity is an important characteristic
of the binary phase element for holographic
systems of the image recognition�

	� Two
parametric representation

	��� Relation between the classes

of the orthogonal and collinear

phase elements

The Hadamard
Schur product of the
canonical Hadamard matrix Hcan by the in

verse oneHinv

can �see Fig� � �a�� gives a periodic
collinear matrix P of the chess
like structure
�Fig� � �c���

Hcan �Hinv
can � C� ����

One can easily see that an arbitrary ma

trix H� an arbitrary collinear matrix C� their
Hadamard
Schur product H�C� and matrix
O� all elements of which equal to unity form
a group with the respect to the Hadamard

Schur multiplication� Evidently� all of them
are square and of the same size�

The product like ���� may be generalized
for an arbitrary quasi
orthogonal matrix A�
obtained as a result of randomization of the
canonical Hadamard matrix Hcan�

We have found ����� that knowing the
non
orthogonality parameter of the matrixA�
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Fig� ��� Evolution of the distribution of the o�
diagonal elements of the matrix S while ran

domizing the collinear matrix of the size N � ���

one can �nd uniquely the non
orthogonality
parameter of the resulting matrix of the
Hadamard multiplication C ���� as follows

C��� � A �Hinv
can���

dC��� � N �N �N � ��

�
�� dA

N

�
� ��	�

C��� � A �Ainv���
dC��� � N �N �N � ��

�
�� dA

N

��

� ����

It should be noted that similarly to ���� in
both cases the matrices C��� and C��� belong
to the class of quasi
collinear matrices�

Fig� �� illustrates the dependences ��	��
���� �solid curves� in comparison with the re


sults of the direct numerical calculations of
the parameter dC �

Direct numerical calculations con�rm the
linear ��	� and parabolic ���� dependences of
the non
orthogonality parameter of the result

ing matrix of the Hadamard multiplicationC�
The obtained results show that there is a rela

tionship between the introduced above classes
of quasi
orthogonal and quasi
collinear phase
elements�

Let us stress that the construction of the
matrices with the intermediate values of the
non
orthogonality parameter by means of ran

domization does not exhaust all set of matri

ces with the given parameter dA� since it is
possible to construct the matrices with the

Ukr�j�phys�opt� V� �� ��
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Fig� ��� Linear ��� and parabolic ��� dependences between the non
orthogonality parameter dA
of the quasi
orthogonal and quasi
collinear matrices�

same dA but with the distributions di�erent
from ���� or ����

	��� Two
parameter representation of

the properties of the di�erent

classes of the BPE

In Fig� �� we have depicted the depen

dences of the optical noise level hj��k� l�j�i of
di�erent classes of the BPE of the size �����
on the value of the parameter dA �in log� log
scale� �����

From Fig� �� one can see that all curves
meet each other in region III of random ma

trices while performing randomization of both
the orthogonal and collinear matrices� Note
that all dependences hj��k� l�j�i on the non

orthogonality parameter dA are linear in av

erage� This means that independently on the
way of generation of the random phase ele

ments all the ensemble of possible values of
hj��k� l�j�i and dA does not leave the bounded
�usually ellipsoidal� region III�

Curves � and  are the boundary curves
for the given two
parameter representation�
The canonical Hadamard matrix �including
region II of the quasi
orthogonal matrices�
has larger SNR in comparison with the ran

dom matrices� On the contrary� the matrix
with chess
like structure is characterized by
the maximal value of the optical noise level�

Numerical computations show that there
is a relation between the boundary curves
� and �� Independently of the algorithm of

element by element randomization the pro

ducing of the collinear matrices �region IV�
may be considered as the result of Hadamard

Schur multiplication ��	������ of the quasi

orthogonal matrices �region IV� produced
from the canonical Hadamard matrix� It
should be noted that after using initially the
algorithm of randomization the rows!columns
of the orthogonal matrix one �nds that fur

ther element by element randomization does
not lead to the change of the optical noise
level �curve��� On the other hand� by means of
the minimization of the parameter hj��k� l�j�i
�curve �� for the collinear matrix one can
reach optical noise level of the random ma

trices�

The initial values of the parameter
hj��k� l�j�i are as follows� ����� �curve ��
	����� �curve �� ������� �curve �� ������
�curve �� ��	��� �curve � ����� �curve ��
������� �curve ��� The averaged values of the
optical noise hj��k� l�j�i in the region of the
random matrices for the matrices �� �� �� �
�� � is equal to ���� and for the matrix �
hj��k� l�j�i is equal to ���� Therefore� the
ratio signal!noise for the matrices �� �� �� � ��
� is ����� whereas for the matrix � it is ������
One should note that according to the de�

nition ��� the value of the optical noise level
hj��k� l�j�i of the chess
like matrix is equal to
the averaged value of the square of the  empty
window autocorrelation function� Then the
value of lg���	��������� 
 ���� character

izes the e�ciency of the usage of the random

�� Ukr�j�phys�opt� V� ��
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Fig� ��� The dependence of the optical noise level hj��k� l�j�i on the non
orthogonality param

eter dA of di�erent classes of the binary phase elements� Curves � 
 � describe randomization of
the orthogonal phase elements of �� the canonical Hadamard matrix� �� the orthogonal matrix
at r � � with random positions of rows and columns� �� and �� the Kronecker degree � of
the orthogonal matrices Hs

� and Hd
� respectively� Curves  
 � describe randomization of the

collinear phase elements of � and �� the matrices of chess
like structure with the periods T and
�T respectively� �� the matrix� obtained as a result of minimization of the matrix  with respect
to the parameter hj��k� l�j�i�

binary phase elements for which the optical
noise level decreases by more than three de

grees�

The obtained results show that the two

parameter representation of the properties of
the binary phase elements may be viewed as
a kind of diagram representation�

�� Conclusions

On the basis of conducted researches is
constructed coordinate
frequency distribution
of the BFE� The technique of calculation of
the Wigner spectrum of space frequencies of
the BFE with usage of the modulation func

tion M��x� �y� is circumscribed� By method
of the signals distributions analytically de

scription the optical schemes of correlation
analysis and multiplying of the Hadamard 

Schur of the two BFE� The parameter of a
nonorthogonality dA is o�ered� which numer


ical values allow to class di�erent types of the
BFE� The boundary values dA characterize�
dA � � 
 class of orthogonal BFE� dA � N� 

class of collinear BFE� Is placed� that for the
class of random BFE dA 
 N � The mecha

nism of generation of classes quasiorthogonal
��  dA  N� that quasicollinear �N  dA 
N�� BFE is circumscribed� For the character

istic of logical properties of di�erent classes
of the BFE the generalized optical parame

ter hj��k� l�j�i is entered� The key possibility
of the twoparameter of representation prop

erties of the BFE is exhibited� On the basis
of such representation the comparative analy

sis of the noise level of di�erent classes of the
BFE is conducted�
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